
Morning after: Adjustment time for Hawks  

By Jeff Schultz 

Good morning. I'm sitting in the CNN Center atrium because Team Rhianna has taken over 

Philips Arena (after Team Taylor Swift took over last week), and all of the media work space has 

been taken over by every guy who plugs in a speaker and every woman who powder's Rhianna's 

nose. 

The Hawks will be available to the media later. They returned to Atlanta for two days following 

their playoff series opening loss because of the NBA's Sunday day game/Wednesday night game 

scheduling. But it's going to take more than sleeping on their own pillows to fix the Hawks and 

correct everything that went wrong in Game 1. First, if you need a refresher on the 107-90 loss to 

the Pacers, here are some links: 

So what now? The Hawks may have to make a lineup change. I doubt coach Larry Drew will 

confirm this today, or even before game time, but Kyle Korver was such a defensive liability 

against Paul George (23 points, 12 assists, 11 rebounds) in the series opener that he may have to 

be dropped to the bench. (Korver compounded the problems by not giving much offensively: 5 

points.) Drew could start Josh Smith against George, but that probably would necessitate 

bringing in reserve Ivan Johnson or DeShawn Stevenson to start against David West. No matter 

what they do, the Hawks are going to be at a size disadvantage, but they need to minimize the 

damage. 

The bigger issue really is that the Hawks just need to play better. I can somewhat understand 

how players can become worn down mentlally and physically during the regular season. But 

there's no excuse for lapses in a playoff opener. The Hawks did not rebound well, chase loose 

balls with the same effort as the Pacers and didn't shoot well. 

I'll be back with a column later. 

For now, what are your thoughts on where the Hawks go from here? 

 


